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Curiosity About Live Online

Performing

For those of you who are curious about online per-
forming, it is nothing short of a willingness to open your
mind to other possibilities and other ways of doing things.
Your curiosity about this career has simply opened your
mind, to new ways of looking at how your talents can
benefit you.  The internet is a curious new world, a vir-
tual world, full of endless ideas that are being tapped into
every day.  Even if you are a music lover, it is positive to
have a curiosity about how you could benefit from hav-
ing live entertainment, made available to you online.  Cu-
riosity means that you are not completely stuck in the
old-fashioned ways of the world.  You would not be here
looking at this, if you were not open to exploring your
curiosity.

What is online performing?  If you are unfamiliar with
computers or have no experience with the internet, I can
understand why a career in live online performing would
be an unbelievable concept.   I also have no doubt that it
would peek your interest.  If someone told you that your
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favourite idol was going to sing to you live, in your own
home tonight, you would probably think you were dream-
ing.  The thought of playing live, to audiences around the
world, was mind boggling for me.  At first, it seemed
unreal to me as well.  Until I experienced it for myself, I
would never have believed it either.  I am very thankful
for my curiosity.  I would not be singing live, to an inter-
national audience, through my computer, from my own
home studio without opening my mind to the unknown.

Is it any wonder, that your curiosity is peeked?  The
fact that you are able to draw crowds from different cor-
ners of the world and entertain them through a computer,
is amazing.  Individuals from around the world are able
to gather in voice chat rooms that are created through
software programs.  You can share your talents with the
world, in real time.  Audiences have not had to go out of
their homes and yet they have traveled around the world,
through the internet and are able to enjoy a high quality
digital live performance.

It is marvelous, fans are sitting in the comfort of their
own homes listening to you sing live to them.  You have
crossed several borders, gathered fans that you would not
have been able to reach before and accomplished this right
from your own home studio, without going out your front
door.  Musicians and audiences should be very curious
about this wonderful concept.  It should make you mar-
vel, it should make you sit up and take notice, for this is
really quite remarkable.  If there is no curiosity, you
should really get someone to check for a pulse.


